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The Pastor’s Pen — Pastor Brent Easton
Greetings my friends, in the name of our Lord and Christ – Jesus! Over the last four Sundays we have been studying the book
of Jonah together. For those of you who don't hear these messages preached, right now you may feel thrown into the mix.
Please go to our Facebook page or Website to hear the messages. In addition, each week I have inserted excerpts from my personal commentary into the bulletin. If you are interested in receiving more of this information please reach out to us and I’ll
be pleased to send it your way. Below is further information that
helps us understand the man and book of Jonah from a historical
setting.

only reason why this question has arisen has been the miraculous aspect of the book. These are extremely strong evidences
for his past existence as a real man.

This Jonah was said to have prophesied during the reign of Jeroboam II. There is little doubt to the validity of this king. "His
domain became almost as extensive as David's had been” (Explore the Book; Pg 148). Therefore, if Jeroboam II was in fact
a real person then surely this supports the realness of Jonah!
II. Kings 14:25 records for us that Jonah was a native of Gathhepher. The location of this village is north of Nazareth,
(Explore the Book: Pg. 148) which is the lower part of Galilee
A. The Person Jonah:
(Readers Digest atlas of the Bible; Pg. 222). Current day vilIf the person of Jonah is a fraud then there is no point in even
lage of Gath-hepher is El Meshed, and "according to firm tradiraising the question of the validity of the book of Jonah. There- tion dating back to Jerome's time, the tomb of Jonah is pointed
fore, let us consider the person of Jonah first. What do we know out even to this day" (Explore the Book; Pg 148). His tomb is
about this character Jonah? The first mention we have of the
more evidence for our own consideration. The text of 2 Kings
prophet is in 2 Kings 14:25 "He r estor ed the bor der of Isr ael 14:25 names him to be a native of Gath-hepher, and modern
from the entrance of Hamath as far as the Sea of the Arabah,
day Gath-hepher houses his tomb.
according to the word of the LORD, the God of Israel, which He
spoke through His servant Jonah the son of Amittai, the prophet, This is sufficient evidence for the past existence of the man Jowho was of Gath-hepher." (NAU). Jonah is recorded in Biblical nah. Higher critics will continue to revile against God and all
history as a prophet. This is the same Jonah in the book of JoHis prophets regardless of what evidence will be put forth.
nah. We know this simply because Jonah (in both cases) is the
Some of these same people criticize the reality of Jesus and this
son of Amittai. If one is fiction the other must also be fictional. is a foolish claim because he too was a real historical man.
On the other hand, if one is a true historical figure then the other Their agenda is set before them and they will defy all reason
most certainly is also. Jonah is written in Biblical history, and
and facts as long as they are able to continue to propagate their
The Unger's Bible Dictionary (Pg 601). He also found his way
liberal heresies. To those who would try to undermine Christian
into the historical writings of the most popular and respected
thought at any level, including the validity of Jonah, for them
secular historian, Josephus (Works of Josephus; Pg. 206). Fur- the matter is settled.
thermore, we have the early historian Philo who also attests to
Jonah. While some may opt to ignore this next level writing as However, for this writer and the Church of the living God
any form of history or otherwise, the apocryphal book Tobit also YWH, we are not persuaded otherwise. In fact, the reason
contributes to the mix. Tobit was written in the fourth century.
above all reasons why Jonah was a real historical figure is beIn this non-cannon, non-Scriptural book we have these words
cause Jesus said he was (Matt. 12: 39-42; 16: 4; Luke 11: 29"...for I surely believe all the things which Jonah the prophet
32). This chief point is the prophetical piece of the man and the
spake of Nineveh, that it shall be overthrown" (Explore the
book. While we are considering the person of Jonah, what of
Book; Pg. 149). Men of old such as Augustine, Jerome, Irenae- his name? Jonah simply means "Dove" (Holman Bible Dictionus, Calvin, Luther and more looked upon Jonah as none other
ary; Pg 810). Interestingly enough Jonah does not appear to be
that a real man.
living up to his name in our account. Jesus speaks of how we
are to be as "harmless as doves" (Matthew 10:16) Jonah dis"In the Catacombs of Rome...no Biblical representation is found played the opposite a hotly displeased prophet of God.
more often than that of Jonah, whose deliverance from the deep
B. The Book of Jonah:
had now become the Christian symbol of faith in the coming
resurrection of the saints" (Pg. 149). The fact is, there has never 1. Validity of the Book
Having determined Jonah's existence, being Evangelicals, we
been a question of the person of Jonah till recent days. The

Our congregation is taking part in Ballard County Elementary School’s
“Adopt a Staff Member” endeavor. We have received BCES Prayer
Cards from 4 staff members and are asked to pray for them and their
specific prayer requests throughout this school year.
If you would like to send words of encouragement to them throughout
the year, you can mail them in care of BCES 3383 Paducah Road
Barlow KY 42024.
Susie Cradick

Dawn McDanel Lori Eddings

Diana Woodall

Pray for the upcoming school
year.

Health & safety
of our students,
staff & all our
families.

Special prayer
for mental
health awareness.

Pray for the lost. Encouragement
& strength for all
the things to
come this year.
My daughter &
son-in-law
whose 1st baby
is due in Dec.

Keep my light
shining for
Jesus all the
time even when
things get challenging.

Pray for everyone to be safe
during this
school year.

Pray that our
students trust us Pray to keep all
& feel safe at
staff, students,
school.
parents and
community safe
Pray for parents. and healthy.

Praise and Prayer Concerns

Those Battling Cancer
Meredith Minister
Michelle Henry Allen
Cecil Dulworth
Tonya Cooper
Chuck Bourff
Greg Porterfield-lung
Glen Dunn
Karen Hargrove-lung
Devin Mills-lung
Lois LaVow
Bill Kilby-leukemia
Olivia Bryant-brain tumor
Kathy Myatt
Gwen DeReeza
Dennis Madison
Debbie Wilmoth
Cary Peal
Reveta Black

Others with Concerns
Holly Easton
Our Schools
Beverly Brown
Virginia Thompson-fall
Bradley/Amber Easton
Will Jones, Audrey & David
Charlie Quinton
Jessica Sullivan-celiac
Liz Stouder
Dean Podolak
Justin Davidson-kidneys
Freda’s grandson– A.J.
Mike Thomas
Clara Kilby
Shannon Ryan
Cole Miller

Praises
Praise God for His mercy and grace!
Praise God for His shelter during the storms of our
lives!
Praise God for the beauty of nature!
Linda Easton’s hip surgery was successful!
Meredith Minister’s good report from recent scans!

Grieving

Homebound
Nancy Graves (LifeCare)
John F. Cooper (LifeCare)
Ongoing Prayer Needs
Guidance for our Nation
Those who do not know Jesus
Christ as their Savior
Persecuted Christians
Area Churches
Victims of Violence
Victims of Natural Disasters
Recovery Workers
The Homeless
Those caught in addictions
Those incarcerated
Our Military Personnel
Gage Jacobs
Tyler DeReeza-Bahrain
Richard Gregg-Abroad
Landon Brown
Parker Rathman-Naval Academy

If you would like a note sent to someone on the prayer list, send your request to the church email
at office@lacenterchristianchurch.org.

To Our Christian Church Family,
Words cannot express our gratitude
for the wonderful meal today. We are so
thankful that Daddy has such love and support from his church.
God Bless,
Love in Christ,
Stacey & Kimberly
Dear Church Family,
We thank you for the dinner for
Shirley Marshall. We miss you all and will
see you soon.
God Bless,
Mary Nell & Wayne Dunn & family

Dear Pastor Brent,
My family and I want to thank you
and you Church for all the prayers that were
given to us. My family wants to inform you
and your church that God answered yours
and all others prayer. My cancer did not
spread and my surgery went well. I’m home
recovering!
Thank you,
The Bourffs
Dear Church family,
I don’t know how to begin to thank
you for all the cards I have gotten during my
latest illness. I am better but can’t make it
to church just now.
The flowers were beautiful and gabe
me courage to push hard and get home.
I love all of you so much,
Sara Vaughn
Dear LaCenter Christian Church,
Thank you so much for your gift to
Lifeline Recovery Center. Your support
makes it possible for staff and volunteers to
passionately invest in the lives of men and
women to provide them with Christ-centered
solutions to drug and alcohol addiction.
Sincerely,
Ashley Miller, Executive Director

Memorial gifts to the church
have been received
In memory of:
Ryan Allen Edwards
By
Joyce Weller
Mark & Tammie Edwards
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can with liberty move on to the study of the historicity of the
book of Jonah. At the outset let us consider this question,
"Does it stand to reason that if the person of Jonah was real that
the book of Jonah is just as real? In other words, can it be said
that if any person who is proven to be a historical figure, whatever they have said or written is just as valid as the person? Surely not! It is very possible that George Washington,
who we know truly lived, could have spun a tale that could be
proved incredible.
So, our first question is, "Is the book of Jonah 'ipso facto incredible?'" (Explore the Book; Pg. 149). Let me begin with the
assertion that we have no reason to believe it to be a falsehood.
Nothing in history, Scripture, or other writings suggest otherwise with the exception of the critics. So, let us consider that
our only opponent is that group whose agenda is to plunder
Truth! These men and women have set course to object to all
Scripture, all miracles, all that represents God, and therefore
condemn all that is Holy. With this in mind we should consider
the source.

literature it is dastardly to conceive a particular genre as something it is not. The book of Jonah is not an allegory and therefore should not be treated allegorically.
2. Fiction is another type of literature that the book of Jonah
has been considered to be. In reality this is worse that the
first. These higher critics simply dismiss the entire package of
truth. To consider the book of Jonah as a fiction or false account is to destroy the message of the book and the claim of
Christ. Therefore, the book of Jonah is without a doubt not fiction.

3. Parable is the third option of interpretations. Parables are
also a good kind of writing. In fact no one used parables more
than Jesus Christ himself. A parable is a story with a moral
point behind it. Examples may be Nathan's Parable when he
went to King David (II. Samuel 12: 1-4), parable of the prodigal Son, or the ten virgins. These are marvelous ways to make
a point, teach a lesson or sermon. However, we must be diligent in our study and call a genre what it is. Jesus spoke in
parables but he also made explicit truth claims and if we cannot
While Scripture and history give us no evidence to doubt the
tell the difference then we are in danger. Christ was not speakaccount of Jonah, all testify to the validity of it. The ample
ing in parabolic form when he spoke of Jonah in the gospel
sources that have been cited to prove Jonah was indeed a real
passages that we have already mentioned. While this form of
person also validate the book of Jonah. In the end we need no literature is the most common among misconception of the
source but Christ who not only refers to Jonah as a real person, book of Jonah it is proved to be with error.
but also supports the fact he was swallowed by a large fish, and
he preached to Nineveh.
4. The last genre for our consideration is that of
the prophetical and narrative form. All other types of understanding of the book of Jonah fail. They fail in two common
2 Genre of the Book
Since we can rest on the authority of Scripture and Christ con- ways at least. First, they pay no heed to the words of Christ
cerning the validity of the book of Jonah, we must now consid- and secondly; they treat the book of Jonah as something other
than a real story. The work presented in my commentary will
er the type of literature that it is. The higher critics that we
have been speaking of consider the book of Jonah at best to be treat the book and person of Jonah as a real historical figure.
an...
It is easy to see how ones hermeneutic can interfere with the
accurate interpretation. In the body of the material there are
1. Allegory. That is Jonah, the fish, Nineveh and every other
part is symbolic and representative of a deeper truth. For exam- some dealings with the different genres in the book of Jonah
ple, "Jonah stands for Israel swallowed in exile by the Babylo- and they will have a little more information than here. Howevnian sea monster (compare Jeremiah 51: 34, 44)" (Holman Bi- er, in Jonah we have chiefly presented to us a narrative. There
is also one verse of prophecy, one chapter of wisdom literature
ble Dictionary; Pg 810). An allegory can best be illustrated
and a few verses of an object lesson.
with the most popular work of John Bunyan's, "Pilgrims Progress." This masterful work shows the pilgrimage of the ChrisI hope you’ll join us each Sunday in-person or virtually as we
tian life by turning events into characters. While allegory is a
fine piece of genre and while it has its place in the archives of continue to study the Word of God.

